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A pure neutron-rich26Ne beam was obtained at the ISOLDE facility using isobaric selectivity. This was
achieved by a combination of a plasma ion source with a cooled transfer line and subsequent mass separation.
The high quality of the beam and good statistics allowed us to obtain new experimental information on the
26Ne b-decay properties and resolve a contradiction between earlier experimental data and prediction of
shell-model calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, large-scale shell-model calculations have suc-
cessfully been implemented in thefp shell for nuclei ap-
proaching the mass regionA<70 [1]. Calculations for
lighter nuclei in thesd shell were developed much earlier
and proved to be successful and reliable[2]. One can cer-
tainly have considerable confidence in the theoretical predic-
tions for the nuclei atA,30 that are not far from the stabil-
ity line. It is therefore very interesting to examine the cases
where experimental data, available in the literature, are in
contradiction with the results of calculations. One such case
is theb decay of the26Ne. The decay scheme reported in the
literature[3,4] is compared with the calculated decay in the
left and central plates of Fig. 1(see the discussion section for
details on the theoretical calculations). One can observe from
the figure that there is a significant difference between the
calculated and the experimental spectra. The ground and first
excited levels of26Na (3+ and 1+, respectively) are in reason-
able agreement within<100 keV, which is within a typical
range for predictive power of the theoretical calculations.
However, the 12

+ level in the experimental spectrum has
233 keV excitation energy, while the 12

+ level in the calcu-
lated spectrum lies as high as 1531 keV. Such a surprisingly
large discrepancy indicates either a serious problem in the
theory or an incorrect interpretation of the experimental re-
sults.

Therefore, it is interesting to reexamine the26Ne b decay
in order to verify or disprove the possible contradiction. In
this Brief Report, we present the results of an experiment
performed at the ISOLDE facility, CERN.

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A detailed description of the experimental setup and its
calibrations can be found in our previous publication[7].
Here only brief information is provided. Neutron-rich26Ne
nuclei were produced in extremely asymmetric fission reac-
tions, induced by 1.4 GeV proton pulses(331013 protons
per pulse) bombarding a standard ISOLDE uranium carbide
graphite target. The target was connected to a standard FE-
BIAD MK-7 plasma ion source. A water cooled line between
the target and the ion source served for condensation of all
effused elements, except gaseous products. Thus, a high-
purity noble gas26Ne ion beam could be obtained after ex-
traction from the ion source and mass separation. The leak-
age of nongaseous isobars through the cooled line was
negligible.

The 26Ne ions were implanted into an aluminized tape.
The implantation point was placed close to Kapton windows,
and was surrounded by four thin plastic beta detectors with a
total detection efficiency of<35s4d%. Two germanium de-
tectors of 75% and 65% relative efficiency were placed next
to the implantation point for detection ofg radiation. The
detection times of theg rays andb particles were recorded
by a precise time-stamping module. The efficiencies of theb
andg detectors were calibrated using sources that were col-
lected on-line. The beam gate period was 20 ms. Before the
beam gate opened, there was a 50 ms delay period after each
pulse. The time duration between successive proton pulses
was 3.6 s. The high yield of26Ne obtained at ISOLDE(<105

atoms permC of proton beam[8]) determines a rather nar-
row beam gate and long delay. Even for a relatively short
beam gate, the dead time effects in the DAQ were consider-
able and a separate measurement was done for determination
of the 26Ne half life (see below). The tape was not moved
during this measurement.

The b-gatedg spectrum collected for the separator mass
setting M =26 and for 1250 proton pulses on the target is
shown in Fig. 2. Due to the purity of the obtained26Ne
source, all transitions in theb-gated spectrum belong to the
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FIG. 1. (a) 26Ne decay scheme from the literature[3,4]. TheQb value is taken from[5]. (b) Result of shell-model calculations[2], the
branching ratios, and logft calculated only for the allowed decays.(c) A tentative26Ne decay scheme suggested in this work.

FIG. 2. b-gated g spectrum
collected for theM =26 separator
mass value is shown. Theg rays
belonging to the26Ne and 26Na
decays are indicated by squares
and asterisks correspondingly. The
asterisks symbols are taken in pa-
rentheses for the newly observed
transitions.
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26Ne or 26Na b decays. Theg-ray transitions of the well-
studied 26Na decay[3] are indicated in the spectrum by
square symbols, including the first and second escape peaks
of the strong 1808 keVg ray (1297 and 786 keV). All other
peaks in the spectrum are candidates forg-ray transitions
belonging to the26Ne decay(asterisks symbols). Several un-
known g lines, at 406, 1211, 1279 and 2489 keV, are ob-
served in addition to the reported 82.5, 150, and 232.5 keV
transitions from the26Ne decay[4]. Gating of the trigger by
theseg-ray transitions shows that all the transitions of inter-
est originate from a decay with a half-life shorter than
300 ms. Some of the coincidenceg spectra, obtained by ap-
plying gates on the transitions of interest, are shown in Figs.
3(a)–3(c). The spectrum obtained by applying gates on the
known 82.5, 150, and 232.5 keV transitions indicates that the
1211, 1279, and 2489 keV transitions belong to the same
decay cascade[Fig. 3(a)]. The gates on the 1278 and
1211 keV transitions indicate a correlation between theseg
rays[Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. The relative intensities of the tran-
sitions of interest corrected for the detector efficiencies are

shown in Table I. The DAQ time window was relatively
shorts26 msd compared to the half-life of the 82.5 keV level
[9s2d ms [4]]. The relative intensity of this line was corrected
by 14% to compensate for the fraction of undetected inten-
sity. The error bars on the relative intensity values in Table I
correspond to the statistical errors, the uncertainty in deter-
mination of the detectors efficiencies, and the uncertainty of

FIG. 3. The coincidences spectra obtained by
applying (a) gates on the 82.5, 151, and
232.5 keV transitions,(b) a gate on 1278 keV,
and (c) a gate on 1211 keV. The background is
subtracted. Not completely subtracted, the stron-
gest 1808 keV transition is observed in the top
spectrum.

TABLE I. The relative intensities of the26Ne g rays.

Nucleus E (keV) Rel. int. Coincidences

26Ne 82.5 100 151, 233.5, 1278, 1211, 2489

151 3.3(7) 82.5, 1278, 1211, 2489

232.5 4.9(10) 1278, 1211, 2489

406 0.4(2) not observed

1211 1.3(4) 82.5, 151, 233.5, 1278

1278 5.9(10) 82.5, 151, 233.5, 1211

2489 1.1(3) 82.5, 151, 233.5
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the correction to the 82.5 keV line intensity. The latter is
associated with the experimental error on the half-life of the
82.5 keV level.

No g-ray transitions from the25Na decay were visible in
the data, indicating a small26Na neutron emission probabil-
ity. The obtained upper limit for thePn value of 26Ne is
0.2%. This value is in agreement with the results of an earlier
experimental study with ab-neutron detector setup[9].

The measurement shown in Fig. 2 yields good statistics
but suffers from dead time effects. A special measurement
with a shorter beam gate of 3 ms, with a 100 ms delay after
every proton pulse, was done for the careful determination of
the 26Ne half-life. The tape was moved after every pulse to
reduce the background from the daughter activity. The decay
time profile gated by the 82.5 keVg ray is shown in Fig. 4.
The half-life obtained from the fit is 192s6d ms. This value is
also in agreement with Ref.[9]. The fit started at 300 ms
after a proton pulse. Such a delay with respect to the beam
gate allows one to avoid the systematic error associated with
prompt diffusion of noble gas atoms from the implantation
host [10,11].

III. DISCUSSION

A tentative decay scheme of26Ne is presented in the right
plate of Fig. 1. The positions of the first two excited levels
and the corresponding 82.5, 151, and 233.5 keV transitions
in 26Na are known from[4]. The 1278 keV and 1211 keV
transitions are placed according to the observed coincidence
relations. Placement of the weak 2489 keV transition was
done according to its coincidence relations as well as its
energy value. The weak 406 keV transition does not exhibit
any coincidence relations and was tentatively assumed to
decay to the ground state from the 406 keV energy level. The
latter level probably corresponds to the 0.420s15d MeV level
that was observed in the earlier reaction study[6,12].

The branching ratios for beta decay to the observed levels
and the corresponding logft values are also indicated in the
right plate of Fig. 1. The low branching ratios to the 233.5
and 406 keV levels point to the forbidden character of these
decays.

Shell-model calculations for26Ne and 26Na were per-
formed in the fullsd shell using the USD effective interac-
tion [2] in a fashion similar to the work reported in[13]. A
quenching factor of 0.77 for the GT matrix elements was
used in this calculation. Only allowed decays to 1+ levels
were calculated. The shell-model results for the excitation
energies in26Na, the corresponding logft values, and the
branching ratios for the lowest four 1+ states are given in the
central plate of Fig. 1. The calculated half-life of26Ne
amounts to 169 ms and is in reasonable agreement with the
experimental one of 197s1d ms [9] or 192s6d ms in this
work.

Comparison for the energies of the 233.5 keV and
406 keV levels with the results of the theoretical calculations
together with the values of the experimental branching ratios
suggests 2+ spin-parity assignments for these levels. These
assignments are in agreement with the results of Ref.[6].

The relatively strong feeding to the 1511 keV and
2723 keV levels allows one to assume that the decays to
these levels are allowed. Thus, the spin parity of these levels
can be assigned as 1+. The energy position of the second 12

+

level s1511 keVd is in extraordinary agreement with the the-
oretical predictions1531 keVd. There is also good agreement
between theory and experiment for the logft values and
branching ratios. By examining Fig. 1, it is now possible to
understand that the contradiction between the calculations
and the earlier experimental study arose from incomplete ex-
perimental information rather than from the fault of the
theory. The sum of the branching ratios to 233.5, 1511, and
2723 keV amounts to 7.7(10)%. This feeding is similar to the
7.3% feeding to the 233.5 keV level reported in[4]. The
relatively strong feeding deduced in[4] led to the 12

+ assign-
ment for the 233.5 keV level in that report. The observation
of the new 1511 and 2723 keV levels, which take a major
part of this feeding, modifies the assignment for the
233.5 keV level and lifts the “contradiction” between experi-
ment and theory.

The USD calculations predict four 1+ states below
2.8 MeV, however only three 1+ are observed experimen-
tally. This indicates that either the fourth USD state is
weakly populated or it lies at much higher energy. The en-

FIG. 4. The decay time profile
gated by the 82.5 keV is shown.
The background was subtracted.
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ergy of the experimental 13
+ level, 2723 keV, is rather high

compared to the calculated 13
+ state s2270 keVd, but it is

remarkably close to the excitation energy of the calculated 14
+

states2720 keVd. The shell-model logft and branching ra-
tios for the calculated 13

+ state are in slightly better agreement
with the corresponding experimental values for the 13

+ state
at 2723 keV. Furthermore, the experimental ratio of the in-
tensities of theg-ray transitions decaying from the 13

+,
2723 keV, level to the 12

+ and 21
+ levels is 1.2(1). The corre-

sponding ratios calculated for the 13
+ and 14

+ theoretical levels
are 0.6 and 0.1, respectively. This again favors the 13

+ assign-
ment for the 2723 keV level. However, the final answer to
this question can be obtained only after observation of the
fourth 1+ state predicted by the theory.

To investigate further the reliability of the theoretical pre-
dictions, we have performed similar calculations utilizing
two other effective interactions, namely CW[14] and
HBUSD [15]. The result of the calculations yield a similar
decay pattern to that in Fig. 1(b), although variation in the
level energies up to 200 keV was observed for the different

models. All three calculations support the suggestion regard-
ing the 13

+ assignment for the 2723 keV level.
The results of the presented work have been confirmed in

the recent study of excited levels of the26Na nucleus per-
formed by utilizing the14Cs14C,dd reaction[16].

In conclusion, a pure26Ne beam was produced at the
ISOLDE facility. The high-quality of the beam and the good
statistics allowed one to obtain new experimental informa-
tion on the26Ne b-decay properties and resolve the contra-
diction between the earlier experimental data and the predic-
tion of shell-model calculations.
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